
Event Name: Expedition 2.0 A Virtual Hunt  

Event Description:- 

1. A dedicated website which contains questions to be solved . 

2. Login system for each team. 

3. Certain round containing certain levels 

4. Each level contains a main question, the answer of which will lead the player to 

another location i.e. Google sheets, drive; YouTube channel, dedicated video, Insta 

handles etc. 

5. This location contains a clue to next locations and the answer of the last location is 

entered as a main answer in the website which will end a particular level. 

6. The same goes for every other level and the answer of the last level concludes the 

particular round. 

Event Rules:-  

1.  A mail will be sent for the joining details and process of the game and also one 

whatsapp group will be formed for group leaders of each team for ease in 

communication.  

2.  There should be at least 3 and at most 5 members in a team. 

3.  Your team will be identified with the team code/id provided to you. So make sure it 

remains safe with your team.  

4. A participant should not be a part of more than 1 team, if duplication of ID or anything 

is found, the whole team will be disqualified.  

5.  Only the team leader will submit the answers of given riddles. (if the team leader is 

not able to do it due to any severe issue, only then it is requested that only one of the 

other members submit answers)  

6.  Submit only 1 answer per team and that answer will be considered as your final 

answer; submission of more than 1 answer will lead to disqualification. 

7.  Participation certificate will be provided ONLY if you play the game. 

8.  Winners will be given winner’s certificate and prize money. (They will receive 

winner's certificate instead of participation certificate) 

9.  Prize money will be delivered through online payment so make sure you are 

available with that option.  

10. No queries regarding slow internet or any such baseless arguments will be 

entertained.  

11. Teams qualified for next round and further details for it will be notified through mail.  

12. Violation of rules during the game, ill behaviour or misconduct, misuse of our 

resources will lead to disqualification of the team and no argument will be entertained 

after this.  



13. Make sure you check your mailbox regularly as everything will be conveyed through 

it. 

 

Judging Criteria:- 

 The team which successfully find the answer following all the rules is the winner of the 

round and are considered for the next round. 

 If two or more team successfully completes the final round then in that case timestamp is 

considered to decide the winner among them. 

 Timestamps are considered for judging the team in each round for prevention of 

cheating during online event. 

 

 

NOTE:  After individual registration and paying fees for the event group leader is 

required to do the team formation for the event via Google form as this is the group 

event. There should be at least 3 and at most 5 members in a team. Link for team 

registration is mentioned below: 

Link for group registration:  https://forms.gle/ZUiN8WAtpz6yxiZBA 

 

 


